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Migrating to the cloud is
stressful!
Organizations with 20 to 200 employees find migrating to the
cloud stressful because they don’t feel comfortable doing it
themselves because of the possible loss of data and business
downtime.

CHALLENGES

IDEAL SOLUTION

DESIRED OUTCOMES

Orgs with 20 to 200 employees want
guidance with how to migrate their legacy
IT infrastructure to the cloud. They don’t
have the staff with the experience of
completing this type of work over an over
again.

We develop a migration roadmap that
will give you a phased-approach for how
to migrate all of your data to Microsoft
365, along with a schedule, effort in time,
and cost of doing so.

Customer success means migrating all
your email, file, server, and domain
controller data to Microsoft 365 and
Azure where your IT is now easy to
manage and is secure from cyber
attacks.

Modern 3-Day IT Assessment
We make migrating to the cloud painless for organizations with 20 to 200
employees by giving you a comprehensive roadmap.

A Comprehensive Migration
Roadmap

Microsoft Product Experts and
Engineers

Manage all your IT from one
place

You’ll get a detailed plan for what we’ll
migrate, the order of which we’ll do it,
the schedule and timeline, as well as
estimate one-time costs

Over 80% of our staff either worked for
Microsoft or another Microsoft Partner,
so we know everything that is and isn’t
possible with Microsoft solutions

Migrating to Microsoft 365 and Azure
simplifies your IT and allows you to
access and manage your data remotely
from any device

BEMO Modern IT Assessment & Microsoft 365
We help you with the stressful event of migrating to Microsoft 365 and Azure because we know once you do it
you will breathe a sigh of relief. Having all your data and applications run on Microsoft’s platforms will bring you
and your employees' peace of mind

Simplified IT

Easy to Support

Painless to Scale

We migrate all your data from systems
that don’t talk to each other to a unified
system that managed all your IT

Because all your data resides on the
same platform and everything is
integrated, it becomes fast and easy to
solve employee issues

In less than 60 seconds you can add or
remove employees from their account
and approve/remove access to
everything they need

Customer success: Hunter Benefits
Hunter Benefits is a 32-employee retirement benefits organization that
was running their organization on disparate technologies from Slack for
internal communications, Vonage for phone, a file server for file sharing,
Gmail for email which made it hard to work, especially from home. We
gave them a 9-phased approach over 3 months that would migrate all
their applications and data to Microsoft 365 and Azure

Work from Anywhere
Having to previously use a VPN to access the office’s file server from home, this was slow and cumbersome to use. But
with files moved to OneDrive and SharePoint online, employees could seamlessly work from home without a VPN

Easy to Support
Their employees used to open tickets all the time because systems weren’t talking to each other making it hard to
pinpoint which vendor was causing issues. After the migration, employees opened 60% fewer tickets

Easy to Scale
Once everything was migrated to Microsoft 365 and Azure, Hunter Benefits was able to onboard new employees from
the companies they acquired within minutes

Schedule a meeting with BEMO for
your 3-Day IT Assessment
Ask a question via email: sales@bemopro.com
Link to Microsoft Commercial Marketplace offer

